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INTRODUCTION
Creative work is crucial for businesses to succeed. In the 2020 In-House Creative
Management Report, 89% of survey respondents said that creative work is
important to driving business objectives. The report also found that volume (72%)
and speed (73%) of work are the top challenges creative teams face. For creative
teams to keep up with this demand and keep producing top-notch creative that
fuels successful marketing campaigns, they need a work management system
built specifically for their unique needs. While many teams may initially turn
to generic project management systems to address their process gaps, they
will quickly discover that their needs far outstrip the offerings of simple project
management. Creative teams need a creative workflow management solution.
In this eBook, we will:
• Explore the components that make up creative workflow
• Address why you should invest in a creative workflow management solution
• Walk through the process of selecting the best solution for your team
• Provide best practices for a successful implementation
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CHAPTER 1:
WHAT IS CREATIVE
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT?
Creative workflow management is built specifically for creative and marketing
teams. Creative workflow management differs from generic project management
by focusing on increasing efficiency in the areas that most directly affect the
production of creative work.
Creative workflow management is made up of four major sections, or “pillars”,
of the creative process. The four pillars create the foundational framework that
is vital for marketing and creative teams to build an efficient, comprehensive,
and streamlined creative process. Each pillar should provide creative teams with
enhanced organization, automation, and collaboration.

The four pillars of a creative workflow solution are:

Request
Intake

Online
Proofing

Project
Management

Reporting
& Analytics
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PILLAR 1:
REQUEST INTAKE
The creative brief is the cornerstone of every creative project, which is why every creative project
begins with a brief – or they should. This first step is critical in the process because it ensures
creative projects are kicked off correctly. However, it is also the one that teams struggle with the
most. According to the 2020 In-House Creative Management Report, a whopping

51%

of creative teams report that their creative briefing
process is not comprehensive or collaborative.

Creative briefs are often delivered to creative teams in a “tossed over the wall” fashion –
meaning stakeholders throw together some form of request for creative work, hand it to
the creative team, and move on without taking the time to have a collaborative dialogue. A
thoughtful request intake process sets up creative projects for success by removing potential
roadblocks that can lead to problems down the road.

THE TOP 2 CHALLENGES OF REQUEST INTAKE:
1. Incomplete submissions
2. Lack of collaboration with requesters

A dedicated creative workflow management solution enables creative teams to get complete
briefs from requesters and provides a dedicated space to collaborate with requesters and keep
them up-to-date on the project’s progress.
Many generic project management tools skimp on request intake, often reducing it to a simple
form that automatically generates work upon submission. It is important for creative teams to
have the option to review submitted requests, ask for additional information or clarification, and
even decline unreasonable or incomplete requests before accepting and assigning work.
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KEY FEATURES OF REQUEST INTAKE
Here are some key features of request intake you should look for in a creative
workflow management solution:

D Dynamic forms that show or hide additional fields based on provided answers
D Form routing to the correct team member (such as a project or traffic manager) for
acceptance

D A requester dashboard that provides a centralized space for the creative team to
collaborate with requesters

D The ability to share requests with additional collaborators to increase transparency
and cross-departmental collaboration

D The option to accept or decline a request before work is created or assigned
D Links back to the original request on all associated work
D Automatic attachment of final deliverables to the original request
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PILLAR 2:
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
While the term “project management” is often used as a general term to describe all aspects of
work management, in the context of creative workflow, project management is only one portion
of the complete workflow.
This phase of creative workflow begins after a request has been accepted. Project
management is about organizing work, balancing team member workloads, and visualizing
timelines for projects in campaigns.
When considering the project management pillar, creative teams should start by asking
themselves what problems they currently face in managing projects and look for solutions that
can address those challenges. Many project management tools and methodologies come out of
the manufacturing, IT, and product development industries, so it’s important for creative teams
to look for solutions that are tailored specifically to their work and not get bogged down in best
practices designed for very different industries.

KEY FEATURES OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Some project management features that work well for creative teams include:

D Visualizations of the timing of projects, like calendaring and Gantt views
D Flexible options to view work like Kanban, list views, and custom views to see the
most important work first

D Specialized work types, like campaigns, projects, and proofs
D Resource management features like time tracking, level of effort, and scheduling work
assignments

D Collaboration at every step with threaded chat and @mentioning
D File attachment and storage integrations to share reference materials and final
deliverables

D Activity tracking and audit trails, especially valuable in regulated industries
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PILLAR 3:
ONLINE PROOFING
& APPROVAL
The third pillar is online proofing & approval. The ability to review work in a digital environment
and provide feedback and approvals is not unique to creative work, but creative teams generally
need a much deeper feature set when it comes to getting final review and approval on proofs. At
this stage of the workflow, stakeholders are reintroduced to the process. Collaboration that began
during request intake picks up again when the creative team is ready to share the first proofs.
This is also the stage where projects typically get hung up. It is not a coincidence that two of the
most potentially challenging pillars of the creative workflow process are ones where the creative
team needs to collaborate closely with their stakeholders. For that reason, online proofing &
approval software needs to enable creative teams to get clear, actionable feedback from their
stakeholders in a reasonable time frame.

Proof Routing
One of the most important aspects of online proofing & approval that is rarely offered in generic
project management solutions is automated proof routing. Proof routing is the process of
determining who needs to review a proof, whose feedback is essential and whose is optional, and
in what order they should review the proof. It also gives creatives the option to set up rules that
prevent a proof from moving forward unless it receives a certain level of approval.
For example, the Creative Director might be the first reviewer on a proof. If they approve the
proof, then it can go on to stakeholders for feedback. If not, then the proof comes back to the
designer for more revisions before going in front of the stakeholders.

Creative
Director

PROOF
ROUTING

Designer

Stakeholder
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Automatic proof routes are essential for keeping reviews moving. They move proofs on to the next
step and return proofs to the designer when all feedback has been collected. They also provide
automatic reminders for reviewers who haven’t yet completed a proof, so designers no longer
have to spend time chasing down stakeholders to complete their reviews.
A robust proofing environment is also crucial for providing clear review instructions and getting
actionable feedback from reviewers.

KEY FEATURES FOR ONLINE PROOFING & APPROVAL
Important online proofing & approval features include:

D Support for a wide variety of file types, including image, video, PDF, webpage URL,
and HTML email

D Proof routing to make sure all necessary reviewers submit feedback in the
correct order

D The ability to set both essential and optional reviewers on a proof route
D Automatic reminder capabilities, encouraging reviewers to submit feedback on time
D Message or instructions to guide reviewers
D Pre-annotation that allows designers to provide additional context to reviewers
D A variety of proof mark-up tools, like drawing, highlights, insert, and strike through
D Threaded comments with @mentioning
D The ability to attach files to comments on the review
D Visibility for designers into individual and aggregate approval statuses
D Version control to make sure reviewers are giving feedback on the most
current version

D Side-by-side version comparison
D Visibility into which reviewers have opened the proof, and when each tier of the
route has begun their review

D Actionable approval statuses
D Checklists to keep track of completed edits
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PILLAR 4:
REPORTING & ANALYTICS
This final pillar of creative workflow management is where creative teams have the opportunity
to make big improvements to their creative workflow process as they aggregate and review key
performance indicators (KPIs). Process reporting is often left out of the creative workflow, in part
because the data is not always available to the creatives or because it simply hasn’t been a part
of the process before. In fact, the 2020 In-House Creative Management Report found that 43%
of creative teams don’t regularly track KPIs. As much as reporting and analytics may not seem
like a conventional strength for creative teams, learning from data is the key to driving the most
significant improvements in the creative workflow.
Data blind spots can be easily solved with a full suite, end-to-end creative workflow management
solution. Recording everything that happens from request intake through final review and approval
gives users access to all the data in an intuitive reporting suite.

KEY FEATURES FOR REPORTING & ANALYTICS
Some questions that creative teams can answer with detailed reporting include:

D How many requests have been submitted and accepted this quarter?
D Which stakeholders submit the most requests?
D What kind of work is most commonly requested?
D How long do different types of projects take from request to final asset delivery?
D How many projects did my team complete this quarter?
D Am I effectively distributing work among my team?
D Do I have enough resources (staff, budget) to meet the demands of stakeholders?
D How long does it take to get final approval on a proof?
D Do certain reviewers take longer to provide feedback than others?
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CHAPTER 2:
WHY SHOULD I INVEST
IN CREATIVE WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT?
Creative work is more in demand than ever before. For creative teams to best meet the demand
for high-quality creative, they need an effective way to manage their work. Creative workflow
management can help your team continue to be an important strategic contributor by helping
you accomplish five goals critical to maximizing revenue and proving ROI:
1. Increase productivity

4. Reduce costs

2. Achieve faster time to market

5. Build a better relationship
with stakeholders

3. Improve quality of work

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
47% of creatives spend at least one full day a week on administrative tasks.
This is why many teams initially approach creative workflow management
as a path to increasing productivity. By winning back some of this time
lost on administrative work with efficient request intake, optimized project
management, and streamlined review and approval on proofs, creative teams
can spend more time creating impactful work that drives business results.
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ACHIEVE FASTER TIME TO MARKET
Creative workflow management helps teams streamline their processes
for maximum efficiency so that they can get creative work to market faster.
Marketing campaigns fueled by brilliant creative can drive significant results
for the business’s bottom line, but only when they are live in the market. A welldefined process can enable creative teams to turn work around quickly for
maximum results.

IMPROVE QUALITY OF WORK
Improved collaboration is one of the biggest advantages of creative workflow
management. Teams are able to easily and effectively collaborate with
their stakeholders, requesters, and reviewers. This means they get a clear
understanding of the brief at request intake, receive clear and actionable feedback
during review, and consistently apply brand standards and assure compliance.

REDUCE COSTS
Whether it is by reducing time spent on rework, decreasing cycle time on
projects, moving away from printed proofs, or the general streamlining that
comes from consolidating the entire creative workflow into one central source
of truth, creative workflow management can have a huge impact on reducing
costs for marketing and creative teams.

BUILD A BETTER RELATIONSHIPS WITH STAKEHOLDERS
In addition to these core benefits, creative workflow management also makes
stakeholders happier. A comprehensive creative workflow management solution
that supports all four pillars helps stakeholders feel like they have an easier time
communicating with the creative team, that they have some transparency into the
progress of their projects, and that they are getting higher quality work, faster.
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SIX SIGNS THAT YOU NEED A CREATIVE WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Looking at all the benefits of creative workflow management you might be thinking “that
sounds great, but my team is doing ok with our current process.” For a long time, creative
teams have been left behind when it comes to technology resources. They have had to use
what was available to them and “make it work,” but that just won’t cut it. 72% of in-house
creative teams handle over 75% of their organizations’ creative needs. That work drives
bottom-line business results. Any gaps in a creative team’s workflow management will only
become a more challenging obstacle that slows the team down over time.

Here are six signs that your creative workflow management needs a boost:
1. You receive incomplete or unclear requests

4. You can’t report on KPIs about creative work.

for new projects. Is your team still having to

Can you answer the previous question with

chase down reference files, technical specs,

actual data in easy-to-pull reports?

or other information they need to get started
on projects? Are your requesters prepared
to have a sit-down, collaborative discussion
about the projects, its objectives, and hear
your team’s feedback on the best approach?
2. It’s difficult to keep track of multiple projects
at once. Ever had a project or proof slip
through the cracks, only to get that dreaded
“just checking on progress” email? Are you
still managing projects via email or in a
spreadsheet, causing version control issues?
3. Your team spends more time managing

5. There is no accountability in the approval
process. Has an executive ever said “I didn’t
sign off on that” when you know they did? Has
a stakeholder complained because they didn’t
get enough notice before they were skipped
on a review?
6. You have to (literally) chase down reviewers
for feedback on proofs. Have you ever had
to stand over a reviewer to get them to look
at a proof? Have you had to resend a proof
via email because the first one got lost in the
reviewer’s inbox?

projects than completing projects. 47% of
creatives spend a full day per week – or more
– on admin tasks. How does your team stack
up to that benchmark?

It can be so tempting to gloss over these
very real challenges and think “I’ll just work
with what I have.” But creative work is
too important to not have a purpose-built
solution supporting creative workflow.
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CHAPTER 3:
SELECTING A CREATIVE
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION
Ok, so you’ve decided to take a look at the creative workflow management vendors
that are out there. You are armed with the four pillars, and you are ready to start
evaluating solutions. Here are twelve questions to ask yourself, and potential
vendors, to help you pick the best solution for your team.
Six Questions to Ask Yourself:
1.

What is our current creative workflow process?
A common mistake is to think that software can
guide your process development. While a good
vendor will supply you with best practices and
resources to help, ultimately the software is here to
support your process, not direct it. Make sure your
team is ready to discuss your process as you start
reaching out to software vendors.

2. What quantity and type of work do we produce?
Believe it or not, there is software out there
advertising to marketing and creative teams that
doesn’t support video, HTML email, web pages, or
has limits of file sizes and storage. You want to make
sure you’re picking a solution that can support the
type and volume of work your team does.
3. How would a creative workflow management
software fit into our existing tech stack?
A great marketing and creative tech stack is made
up of best-of-breed point solutions that integrate
seamlessly with each other. Choose a solution that
plays well with your other technologies, like Adobe
Creative Cloud, and storage solutions like Box,
Dropbox, and Google Drive.

4. What are our organization’s IT and security
requirements for new software purchases?
This is not the fun part of creative workflow
management, but it’s essential to understand what
the IT team looks for in new software. It will save
you a lot of time and heartache when you get to
procurement.
5. What challenges should this software solve?
Get specific here. What exactly is slowing your
team down or holding them back? Look for
software solutions that solve your problems, not
just those with the longest list of features.
6. What kind of training and support does our team
prefer from our vendors?
Does your team need hands-on help, or are they
the self-guided types? Customer support defines
the success of the software over the long haul.
Make sure you’re partnering with vendors that give
you the support you need.
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Six Questions to Ask Your Vendors:
1.

Does your solution support role-based privileges?
This question matters for both pricing and
functionality. Suppose your team of 10 supports 50
stakeholders. Do you have to buy 10 seats, or 60?
You also want to ensure that stakeholders have
defined roles that sets their access appropriately.

2. Can your software be customized to fit the way
my organization functions?
You’ve already defined the best process for your
team – make sure anything you invest in can flex
to fit your process now, and grow as your process
matures. You shouldn’t need to change to fit the
solution.
3. How will my reviewers communicate feedback
on proofs?
Feedback is such an important part of the creative
workflow that you want to really understand how
that feedback is going to be collected to make sure
its clear, actionable, and auditable.

4. How are projects managed in your software?
Verify that the software conceptualizes work the
same way your team does. The features and the
way work is designed to flow through the system
should align with your process.
5. What does implementation look like?
You want to make sure their timeline lines up with
yours. Depending on the size and complexity of
your team and process, it may take a couple of
months to fully onboard, but if they dodge this
question or tell you six months or longer, that’s a
red flag.
6. What reporting capabilities are included with
our subscription?
The fourth pillar of creative workflow management
often gets glossed over in the buying process. Be
sure to verify that the software will give you the
data you need.
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BUILDING A BUSINESS CASE FOR A CREATIVE WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
You know why creative workflow management is a good investment, but your boss may need more
convincing. By building a complete business case that justifies the cost and resources involved in
deploying a solution, you will be well-prepared to address their concerns. This is a great exercise to go
through at any stage of the buying process. By going through the previous twelve questions, you now
have specific information about cost, required resources, and how your current problems will be solved.
That puts you in a better position when you present to decision makers.
Identify the challenges
The challenges your creative team faces may be painfully
obvious to you, but they might not be as obvious to your
decision makers. Provide details about the challenges and
how they impact the business to give context for why they
should invest in software.
Estimate the business cost of not solving the challenges
Show that the challenges your team faces aren’t just a
matter of your team being inconvenienced. Spell out the
real business impacts your challenges cause, and use real
numbers when you can, like dollars over budget, or hours of
overtime paid.
Propose the solution
Once the pain points have been explained, describe the
solution you’ve selected. Explain why it is your preferred
solution and detail the ways it will help you solve your
challenges.

Show ROI
If nothing else, showing ROI is the most important part of
the business case. Showing how the solution will have a
positive impact on the bottom line makes the purchase a
no-brainer. Don’t forget to talk about the “soft” benefits
as well – Improving creative morale to decrease turnover,
for example, is an important contribution to your ROI
calculation.

Be transparent about risks
Smart decision makers know there is always risk when
purchasing new software. Showing them that you have
identified these risks and prepared strategies to mitigate them
will increase their confidence in your analysis.

Example: Our department is being asked to produce more
content without additional headcount. We’re having trouble
working fast enough to meet deadlines, which impacts the
marketing team’s ability to get campaigns live in-market where
they can generate leads.

Example: When the creative team can’t meet deadlines,
not only is marketing slowed down, but our projects also
go over budget when deadlines are missed and printing or
production has to be expedited.

Example: This solution will make it easy for us to keep
track of all the projects we are working on, and automate
time-consuming tasks like gathering feedback from
stakeholders, giving us time back to keep projects moving
so we can hit deadlines. It will also make it easier for
reviewers to provide feedback, and we’ll be able to easily
report to leadership on KPIs.
Example: If we had been using this solution for the past year,
we would have saved $2,000 per month in expedited printing
costs and overtime. Since the solution costs less than
$1,500 per month, we can expect to see a net gain of $6,000
annually.
Need some help calculating ROI? Check out our ROI Calculator
to see how much your team could save by investing in creative
workflow management.

Example: We know that time spent onboarding cuts into ROI,
so we’ve found a solution that offers guided onboarding and
an intuitive interface that will be easy for both our core users
and stakeholders to learn.

Building a comprehensive, ROI-driven business case will help you get
buy-in from decision makers to purchase your preferred solution.
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CHAPTER 4:

HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENT A CREATIVE WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Congratulations! You’ve found a great creative workflow management solution
that solves your team’s challenges, and you’ve convinced your decision makers
to invest. Now comes the fun part! A successful implementation is crucial to the
ultimate success of your creative workflow solution. A thoughtful approach to
implementation will prevent your team from backsliding into old habits, and will
start showing a positive improvement faster.

GETTING BUY-IN
The first thing you need for a successful implementation
is for all parties to be excited about the new solution.
The Creative Team
These are the core users who will live in the platform the most. Convincing anyone to change
how they manage their work can be daunting, so remind the team of the challenges their current
process has and show them how adopting the new solution will solve them. Remind them
that the inconvenience of changing how they work is temporary, but the elimination of current
challenges is forever.
Stakeholders
The best approach to getting stakeholders to buy-in is to show them the benefits they’ll get, like
more transparency into project progress, faster turnaround on projects, and easier reviews. At
the same time, enforce new processes by refusing to respond to the old methods. If you receive
an email requesting work, direct them to the request intake form. If they ask for a printed proof,
remind them to use the online proofing feature.
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LAY THE FOUNDATION
Inform
This goes hand-in-hand with the buy-in process. Make sure your team understands why the
solution is being implemented, how it benefits the company, and most importantly, how it
benefits them. Let this be an ongoing dialogue, not just a one-time presentation.
Support
Ensure everyone going through training has all the resources they need to be successful. Set
aside time in the day for team members to focus on learning the new solution, so they don’t
feel like it is distracting from their jobs. Give them access to the customer success team for
your new solution, as well as any other resources, like training videos, or a knowledge base to
empower them to guide their own learning, in addition to the team training.
Measure
Showing improvements early can help boost morale and show your team that the solution really
is solving their challenges. This can also be useful reassurance to stakeholders. Sharing metrics
like how many new projects have been completed in the last 30 days, the number of proofs
posted for review, or the length of time reviewers are taking to submit feedback not only sets the
standard for accountability among your team and stakeholders, it also gets everyone excited to
use the new solution.
Encourage
Learning and adopting a new software to manage your work on a daily basis is a major
undertaking. Find ways to encourage your team by rewarding them for using the software,
celebrating internal champions, and reminding them that this is ultimately a resource for them
that will make their work easier.
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TIPS AND TRICKS FOR A SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
Here are a few tips and tricks from the inMotionNow Customer Success team to
help your implementation go smoothly.

D Set a go live date (and stick to it). This is all about accountability. Work with your
implementation specialist to determine a reasonable go-live date and make it your mission
to hit it. Constantly pushing back the go-live date will drag out your implementation,
potentially decrease team adoption , and lower the ROI on the solution as you wait to get
value from it.

D Build a change control plan. Any time teams are changing the way they work and the
systems they use, it is helpful to lay out a formal process for implementing the change. Work
with your team to identify and document how you will handle that process.

D Involve your team early. The sooner you are able to bring your team into the implementation
process the sooner you will get buy-in. Your team can also function as experts that have a
comprehensive understanding of it, and their feedback will be crucial.

D Map your current process and identify areas for improvement. As mentioned before, it’s
imperative that you have a process and choose a solution that works with you, not one you
have to change to accommodate. However, access to new technology may open up some
opportunities to refine your process that you wouldn’t have had before.

D Define your goals. Determine what you want the new solution to help you accomplish in the
first 90 days, the first six months, and the first year. By setting clear milestones over time you
not only can build effective action plans to help you achieve them, but you can also have an
accurate measure of success.

Creative workflow management is essential for creative teams that need to keep
pace with increasing demand for creative work without sacrificing quality. Creative
work drives business success, so it is imperative that creative teams have the
resources they need to effectively manage their work.
If your creative team is looking for a better solution for creative workflow
management, request a demo of Lytho Workflow, built around the four pillars
of creative workflow management specifically for creative teams.
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